The scattering of a plane electromagnetic wave b y a dielectric lens which b e h a v e s like a m e t a l reflector is considered. A t short wavelengths, t h e leading t e r m of t h e b a c k s c a t t e r e d field c a n n o t be d e t e r m i n e d entirely t h r o u g h simple geometrical optics cousideratimls; instead, it is o b t a i n e d b y means of a modified W a t s o n t r a n s f o r m a t i o n of t h e exact solution. The difficulties t h a t arise in applying this t e c h n i q u e to o t h e r lenses are discussed. § 1. I n t r o d u c t i o n The spherically symmetric dielectric lens considered in this paper has a refractive index N given by the relation
The spherically symmetric dielectric lens considered in this paper has a refractive index N given by the relation N ( x ) = 2x-½(1 + x) -1,
where x = r/a is the radial distance from the center r = 0 of the lens, normalized to the radius r -----a of the rim of the lens. The optical and electromagnetic behaviours of a class of dielectrics to which this lens belongs have recently been studied Ell. In particular, it has been shown that tile lens with refractive index given by (I) behaves like a metal sphere with the same radius r = a, in the optical limit. While this is certainly true for bistatic scattering, in the case of backscattering the geometrical optics prediction is not very reliable, because the optical ray which is responsible for the leading term contribution to the high-frequency backscattered field follows a path that has an infinite curvature at the center of the lens. In this paper, the high-frequency backscattered field is oh-*) This research was sponsored by the U.S. Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories under Contract F 19628-68-C-0071. tained by means of an asymptotic analysis of the exact solution of the electromagnetic boundary value problem, and is then compared with the optical answer. It is found that the high-frequency monostatic cross section of the lens is equal to that of a metal sphere of radius r = a/2. The geometrical optics and the exact electromagnetic solutions for the far backscattered field produced by an incident plane wave are presented in sections 2 and 3, respectively. The radial eigenfunctions for the TE and TM modes are asymptotically evaluated in sections 4 and 5, and the high-frequency backscattered field is determined in section 6 by means of a modified Watson transformation. The appendix is devoted to a brief discussion of the difficulties encountered in applying the method used here to other dielectric lenses.
The rationalized MKSA system of units is adopted, and the timedependence factor exp(--kot) is omitted throughout. § 2. The geometrical optics solution The geometry of the problem is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The primary field is a beam of optical rays parallel to the z-axis. The ray that enters the lens at P at an angle of incidence ~ is smoothly deviated along a closed path surrounding the center C of the lens, and leaves the lens at P. Thus, a point source at the rim is imaged on to itself. The path is symmetric with respect to the diameter PCQ, and its minimum distance CQ from the center is given by
The optical length R of the loop PQP is independent of ~ and given by R = 2~a. has unit amplitude and is polarized in the direction of the constant unit vector d. On the basis of simple geometric considerations and
